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ABSTRACT: We demonstrate molecular photodissociation
on single-crystalline metal substrates, driven by visible-light
irradiation. The visible-light-induced photodissociation on
metal substrates has long been thought to never occur, either
because visible-light energy is much smaller than the optical
energy gap between the frontier electronic states of the
molecule or because the molecular excited states have short
lifetimes due to the strong hybridization between the
adsorbate molecular orbitals (MOs) and metal substrate.
The S−S bond in dimethyl disulfide adsorbed on both
Cu(111) and Ag(111) surfaces was dissociated through direct
electronic excitation from the HOMO-derived MO (the nonbonding lone-pair type orbitals on the S atoms (nS)) to the LUMO-
derived MO (the antibonding orbital localized on the S−S bond (σ*SS)) by irradiation with visible light. A combination of
scanning tunneling microscopy and density functional theory calculations revealed that visible-light-induced photodissociation
becomes possible due to the interfacial electronic structures constructed by the hybridization between molecular orbitals and the
metal substrate states. The molecule−metal hybridization decreases the gap between the HOMO- and LUMO-derived MOs into
the visible-light energy region and forms LUMO-derived MOs that have less overlap with the metal substrate, which results in
longer excited-state lifetimes.

■ INTRODUCTION

Molecular photodissociation is a crucial reaction for the
effective use of solar energy, a clean and renewable energy
resource. However, the photodissociation of small molecules
(H2O, O2, NOx, SOx, etc.) in the gas and liquid phases with
visible light is not feasible because of the wide energy gap
between the frontier molecular orbitals, such as the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). Thus, although
photodissociation has been studied extensively, most research-
ers have focused on irradiation by ultraviolet (UV) light.
Molecular adsorption onto solid surfaces can provide a new
opportunity for photochemical reactions with visible light,
based on reconstructing the interfacial electronic structures due
to the molecule−surface interaction. Visible-light-induced
photodissociation has recently been achieved using both
plasmonic noble metal1−3 and nonplasmonic transition
metal4,5 nanoparticles, and these have attracted significant
attention as a novel route to practical solar energy uses.
Although a fundamental understanding of the relationship
between the reaction profiles and the molecular electronic
structure is crucial to elucidating the underlying mechanism of
photodissociation on metal nanoparticles, the determination of

the mechanism has been hampered by the nonuniform surface
morphologies. In contrast, the atomically well-defined surfaces
of metal single crystals enable both scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM) and density functional theory (DFT)
calculations to investigate the photoinduced surface dynamics
and the accompanying changes in electronic structure necessary
to obtain molecular-scale mechanistic insights.6−8

Molecular photochemistry of dissociation, desorption, and
rearrangement, induced by UV light, on single-crystalline metal
surfaces has been extensively studied.9−17 The UV-light
photodissociation of small molecules such as O2,

9,10 Cl2CO,
11

and OCS12 has been observed even at low temperatures (30−
100 K), although the excited states of the adsorbates on metal
surfaces tend to relax rapidly (<100 fs).18 Two excitation
mechanisms, indirect (substrate-mediated) (Figure 1a) and
direct (intra-adsorbate) (Figure 1b,c), have been proposed for
the UV-induced surface dynamics of adsorbates on metal
surfaces. In the indirect mechanism, hot electrons generated in a
bulk metal by photoabsorption transiently enter the unoccupied
states of the adsorbates through an inelastic scattering process,
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leading to the formation of ionic species that initiate
photochemical processes.19,20 The reaction probability is

determined by the density of hot electrons in the metal
substrate, and thus, the reaction yield depends on the
photoabsorption spectrum of the metal.16 Whereas indirect
excitation is the primary pathway for photochemical reactions
for numerous adsorbates on metal surfaces, only a few
experimental observations have been attributed to the direct
mechanism.9,11,13−15 Photodissociation via the direct excitation
of the frontier electronic states of an adsorbate on a metal
substrate has been reported for physisorbed (Figure 1b) and
chemisorbed molecules (Figure 1c). The sole example of
photodissociation of a physisorbed molecule weakly interacting
with a metal substrate is Mo(CO)6 on Cu(111).13 The
wavelength dependence of the yield for that case is almost
identical to the absorption spectrum of gas phase Mo(CO)6,
which implies that the incident UV light induces the direct
excitation across the HOMO−LUMO gap of the adsorbed
molecule. In contrast, chemisorbed systems show a photo-
excited transition between the hybridized molecular orbitals
(MOs) with a narrower energy gap than that in the gas phase
due to the strong metal−adsorbate hybridization (Figure 1c).
Only a few systems, such as O2 on Pt(111)9 and Cl2CO on
Ag(111),11 have been investigated by means of temperature-
programmed desorption after irradiation with UV pulse lasers.
Notably, all previously reported photodissociation reactions on
single-crystalline metal surfaces have been achieved only by
excitation with UV light rather than with visible light, despite
intense efforts to effectively utilize solar energy in photo-
chemical reactions. This failure is either due to a wider
molecular optical gap than the visible-light energy, or due to
short lifetimes of the molecular excited states resulting from the
strong hybridization with the metal surfaces. The real-space
STM investigation of molecular photodissociation on metal
surfaces, which has never been achieved, is essential to verify
the mechanism.
In this paper, we report the visible-light-induced photo-

dissociation of dimethyl disulfide, (CH3S)2, on Cu(111) and
Ag(111) surfaces investigated by STM combined with DFT
calculations. A quantitative analysis of the STM images revealed

Figure 1. (a−c) Excitation mechanisms proposed for UV-induced
photochemical reactions on metal surfaces. (a) Photodissociation
through indirect (substrate-mediated) excitation. The hot electrons
generated by photoabsorption in the bulk metal transfer transiently to
the unoccupied states of the adsorbate molecule. The light gray area
illustrates the distribution of the energies of the hot electrons. (b)
Photodissociation through direct (intra-adsorbate) excitation of
physisorbed molecules on a metal surface that has a HOMO−
LUMO gap only slightly shifted from its gas phase value. (c)
Photodissociation through direct excitation of chemisorbed molecules,
in which the electronic states are strongly hybridized with the metal
states. (d) Excitation mechanism for visible-light-induced photo-
dissociation on metal surfaces. Photodissociation through direct
excitation between the HOMO- and LUMO-derived MOs. The
LUMO-derived MOs have negligible overlap with the metal substrate.

Figure 2. (a) Structure of a (CH3S)2 molecule, indicating the photodissociation of the S−S bond. (b−i) Topographic STM images of (CH3S)2
molecules on (b−e) Cu(111) and (f−i) Ag(111) observed at ∼5 K (Vsample = 20 mV and Itunnel = 0.2 nA), (b, d, f, and h) before and (c, e, g, and i)
after irradiation with 532 nm light (5.86 × 1016 photons cm−2 s−1, 10 min). Dashed circles indicate dissociated molecules. The scale bars are 0.5 nm
in panels b and f and 5.0 nm in panels d and h.
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that S−S bond dissociation is induced by visible-light
irradiation, unlike the gas phase photodissociation induced by
UV light.21−28 Moreover, the dissociation yield as a function of
the wavelength of incident light indicates that the reaction is
not induced by hot electrons generated in the photoexcited
metal substrates but by direct excitation of the molecules with
visible light. Furthermore, the DFT calculations reveal that
hybridization between the molecule and metal reduces the
energy gap between the frontier molecular electronic states
derived from the HOMO and LUMO of (CH3S)2 in the gas
phase, i.e., HOMO- and LUMO-derived MOs, resulting in an
energy gap accessible with visible light. The LUMO-derived
MOs, in particular, have negligible overlap with the metal
surface, which keeps the lifetime of the photoexcited state long
enough to induce photodissociation (Figure 1d). The hybrid-
ization between the molecule and the metal substrate opens a
novel reaction pathway for molecular photodissociation on
metal surfaces via direct excitation with visible light of the
frontier MOs of the adsorbate. Our results on metal single
crystals should apply to all forms of the bulk metal and will
therefore be of more general applicability than results that
pertain only to metal nanoparticles.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Real-Space Observation of the Visible-Light-Induced

Photodissociation of (CH3S)2 Molecules on Metal
Surfaces. Photodissociation of isolated (CH3S)2 molecules
(Figure 2a) adsorbed on Cu(111) was investigated by STM at a
temperature of 5.0 K under ultrahigh vacuum (<4.0 × 10−11

Torr) conditions. An individual (CH3S)2 molecule adsorbed on
Cu(111) appears as an elliptic protrusion in the STM images
(Figure 2b), which agrees with previous observations of
(CH3S)2 molecules on Cu(111).29,30 Each molecule has a
total of six equivalent adsorption orientations, reflecting the 6-
fold symmetry of the Cu(111) surface.29 The sample in the
STM chamber was irradiated with light through a glass window,
and during irradiation, the STM tip was retracted more than 2
μm from the sample surface to avoid influencing the adsorbates.
Figure 2b−e shows the STM images obtained before and after
irradiation with 532 nm light. After irradiation, some of the
ellipsoids had broken into two identical ball-shaped protrusions
(Figure 2c,e), implying the formation of two CH3S molecules
due to S−S bond dissociation. The remaining molecules
retained their original shapes and orientations. The molecular
photodissociation was observed to occur randomly within the
light spot with a diameter of ∼1.2 mm. Control experiments in
the dark showed that no dissociation occurs in the absence of
light. It has been reported that the S−S bond of a single
(CH3S)2 molecule on Cu(111) is dissociated to produce two
CH3S molecules through vibrational excitation of the S−S
stretching mode by injecting tunneling electrons (>0.36 eV)
from the STM tip.30,31 The STM images taken after irradiation
(Figure 2c) show two identical protrusions that have the same
appearance as CH3S molecules obtained by injecting tunneling
electrons into a (CH3S)2 molecule. This indicates that S−S
bond dissociation of (CH3S)2 on Cu(111) was induced by
irradiation at 532 nm (2.33 eV). Notably, visible-light-induced
photodissociation has not yet been observed in the gas and
liquid phases, where much higher energy (∼5.0 eV) is required
for dissociation of the S−S bond.24−27

The reaction ratio (N/N0), which is defined as the number of
(CH3S)2 molecules (N) after light irradiation divided by the
total number of preadsorbed molecules (N0), was measured to

obtain quantitative information on the photodissociation
reaction. Figure 3a shows the reaction ratio under light

irradiation at 532 nm as a function of the irradiation time (t).
Each data point represents the mean value estimated from 10
scan areas (30 nm × 30 nm, N0 = 30 ± 12 per area) around the
center of the light spot. The reaction ratio follows an
exponential function, exp(−kt) (k: rate constant), because the
dissociation reaction, (CH3S)2 → 2CH3S, is a first-order
reaction. The reaction ratio follows the single exponential curve
regardless of the time interval, indicating that the photo-
dissociation of (CH3S)2 molecules on the Cu(111) surface is
not induced by heat but by photons.
The photodissociation reaction of (CH3S)2 molecules was

also examined by the irradiation of light with wavelengths (λ)
ranging from 365 to 850 nm in the same manner as that used to
obtain Figure 3a (Figure S1). The rate constant divided by the
number of incident photons per second (A) (i.e., Y = k/A) is
equivalent to the so-called photodissociation yield (Y), and we
can, therefore, obtain the Y−λ spectrum for the photo-
dissociation reaction as shown in Figure 3b. The Y−λ spectrum
obtained on Cu(111) shows the peak and the threshold at
∼450 nm (∼2.76 eV) and at ∼670 nm (∼1.85 eV),

Figure 3. (a) Time dependence of the reaction ratio (N/N0) for
molecules on Cu(111) and Ag(111) under light irradiation at 532 nm
(5.86 × 1016 photons cm−2 s−1). Each data point is the average of 10
scan areas (30 × 30 nm2), and the red and blue dotted lines are single
exponential functions fitted to the data points (ln(N/N0) = −kt). (b)
The wavelength (λ) dependence of the photodissociation yield (Y),
which is the rate constant (k) divided by the number of incident
photons per second. The blue and red dotted lines are the simulated
absorption spectra of bulk Cu and Ag, respectively. The green line is
the absorption spectrum of a (CH3S)2 solution. (c) Rate constant
plotted against the intensity of 450 nm light.
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respectively. Therefore, the photodissociation of (CH3S)2
molecules on the Cu(111) surface occurs in the visible-light
wavelength region, which is much longer than the absorption
tail for a (CH3S)2 solution measured with a UV−vis
spectrophotometer (UV-3600, Shimadzu) (Figure 3b). This
result implies that the photodissociation of (CH3S)2 molecules
on the metal surfaces cannot be simply explained by the
mechanism for physisorbed molecules shown in Figure 1b. In
addition, if the reaction yield depends on the photoabsorption
spectrum of the metal, it is reasonable to conclude that the
reaction occurs by the indirect mechanism16,19,20 (Figure 1a).
However, the Y−λ spectrum does not follow the simulated
photoabsorption spectrum of the Cu substrate, although it
overlaps the visible region (Figure 3b).
If the photodissociation can be explained by the direct

excitation mechanism for chemisorbed systems (Figure 1c), the
reaction profile must depend on the frontier electronic states of
the molecule hybridized with the metal substrate. Thus, we
investigated the visible-light-induced photodissociation of
(CH3S)2 molecules on a Ag(111) substrate, which has a
different electronic structure from that of Cu(111). The STM
images of (CH3S)2 molecules on the Ag(111) surface show a
similar appearance with the same adsorption orientations as
those on the Cu(111) surface (Figure 2f and Figure S2). The
S−S bond dissociation of a single (CH3S)2 molecule adsorbed
on Ag(111) was observed by injecting tunneling electrons at a
sample bias higher than the threshold voltage of ∼0.36 eV
(Figure S3), indicating that the dissociation reaction with
tunneling electrons occurs through vibrational excitation (see
Supporting Information for details). The photodissociation of
(CH3S)2 on Ag(111) was also achieved by irradiation with 532

nm light (Figure 2f−i), and the exponential dependence of the
reaction ratio (N/N0) on the irradiation time, which indicates a
first-order reaction, was also observed (Figure 3a). The Y−λ
spectrum has a sharper peak at ∼450 nm (∼2.76 eV) and a
shorter threshold wavelength at ∼635 nm (∼1.95 eV)
compared with the spectrum obtained on Cu(111) (Figure
3b). The Ag substrate exhibits no light absorption at
wavelengths ≥450 nm,32 so there is no overlap around the
peak wavelength of the Y−λ spectrum on Ag(111) (Figure 3b).
These results suggest that the visible-light-induced photo-
dissociation of (CH3S)2 does not occur through excitation of
the metal substrates (Figure 1a) but through direct excitation
between the hybridized metal−adsorbate states.
The rate constant (k) at 450 nm, the peak wavelength in the

Y−λ spectra (Figure 3b), increases linearly as the light intensity
(I) increases, up to ∼32 mW cm−2 (∼7.2 × 1016 photons cm−2

s−1) on both Cu(111) and Ag(111) (Figure 3c and Figure S4).
The slopes (n’s) of ln(k)−ln(I) plots are 0.55 ± 0.098 and 0.38
± 0.080 on Ag(111) and Cu(111), respectively. If the photons
reflected by the metal surface could be involved in the
photodissociation reaction, then the resultant value “n” would
be reduced from n = 1. The observed linear relationship clearly
implies that the photodissociation of (CH3S)2 molecules on
both surfaces does not occur through a thermal process. In
addition, the thermal dissociation of (CH3S)2 on Cu(111)
occurs at ∼140 K,33 which is much higher than the temperature
of the substrate (∼5.0 K). Note that the linear dependence of
the reaction rate on light intensity also excludes indirect
excitation with hot electrons (Figure 1a). For example, the
dissociation rate of O2 on Ag(110) with UV light increases
exponentially with light intensity from ∼0.5 × 1018 to 3.7 ×

Figure 4. (a, b) The adsorption structures of a (CH3S)2 molecule on (a) Cu(111) and (b) Ag(111) optimized by DFT calculations. The x, y, and z
directions are taken as parallel to the surface and perpendicular to the S−S pond, parallel to the surface and to the S−S bond, and perpendicular to
the surface, respectively. (c, d) The calculated PDOS of three p-states on S atoms in a (CH3S)2 molecule and dz2-state of two metal atoms that are
underneath the S atoms and directly interact with (CH3S)2 on (c) Cu(111) and (d) Ag(111). The zero energy corresponds to the Fermi level (EF).
The main DOS peaks for the frontier molecular electronic states are labeled H-1, L-1, and L-2 in panel c and H′-1, H′-2, and L′-1 in panel d. (e, f)
The spatial distribution (isovalue = 0.0005 e/bohr3) of the frontier orbitals nearest to EF for an isolated (CH3S)2 molecule on (e) Cu(111) and (f)
Ag(111) (magnified images of parts e and f including the electronic states for L-2 on Cu(111) and H′-2 on Ag(111) are provided in Figures S8 and
S9). (g) The spatial distribution (isovalue = 0.01 e/bohr3) of the HOMO and LUMO orbitals in the gas phase (CH3S)2.
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1018 photons cm−2 s−1 because of the excitation of the
substrate.10 We thus conclude that visible-light-induced photo-
dissociation of (CH3S)2 on the metal surfaces does not occur
through the generation of hot electrons by excitation of the
metal substrates (Figure 1a).
Electronic Structures of (CH3S)2 Molecules on Cu(111)

and Ag(111). To verify the direct excitation mechanism, we
carried out periodic DFT calculations (see the Methods section
for computational details). The adsorption structures (Figure
4a,b) were optimized on the basis of the atomically resolved
STM images. Two S atoms are located at the on-top sites of
adjacent metal atoms, and thus, the molecular center is
positioned above bridge sites on both surfaces (Table S1).29,34

The adsorption energies of (CH3S)2 are 1.52 and 1.05 eV for
the Cu(111) and Ag(111) substrates, respectively. Accordingly,
the optimized distance between S and the nearest Cu atom
(dS−Cu = 2.34 Å) is shorter than dS−Ag (2.66 Å). The direct
interaction between S and the metal atoms underneath results
in the elongation of dS−S (Table S1), which would enhance the
reactivity for S−S bond dissociation. In a comparison to dS−S of
(CH3S)2 in the gas phase, the dS−S values on Cu(111) and
Ag(111) increase by 0.08 and 0.06 Å, respectively.
The projected density of states (PDOS) and the spatial

distribution of MOs for (CH3S)2 adsorbed on the metal
substrates were investigated to examine the detailed electronic
structures at the molecule−substrate interfaces. Figure 4c,d
shows the PDOS of the three p-states of the S atoms and the
dz2-state of the two metal atoms that are underneath the S
atoms and that directly interact with (CH3S)2 on Cu(111) and
Ag(111). On both surfaces, while the occupied molecular states
are mainly composed of the S pz-state, the unoccupied states
are composed of S px and S py. The contribution of S p-states to
the local DOS (LDOS) of (CH3S)2 indicates that the frontier
states near the Fermi level (EF) are mostly located at the two S
atoms (Figure S5). In addition, the alignment of molecular
frontier states with respect to the d-states of the metal
substrates reveals that the occupied and unoccupied states of
(CH3S)2 have extremely different characters in terms of
interfacial hybridization (Figure S6). On the Cu(111) surface,
the main peaks corresponding to the frontier states, i.e., the
HOMO- and LUMO-derived MOs, of the (CH3S)2 molecule
are located at ∼1.5 eV (peak H-1) below EF and at ∼1.0 eV (L-
1) followed by the peak at ∼1.4 eV (L-2) above EF, respectively
(Figure 4c). The H-1 aligns well with the dz2-state of the two
Cu atoms underneath the S atoms (Figure 4c), but there is no
significant distribution of the Cu s-, p-, and d-states in the
unoccupied region (Figures S6 and S7). The charge density
plots clearly represent the strong and weak interfacial
hybridization between (CH3S)2 and Cu(111) at H-1 and L-1,
respectively (Figure 4e). Both the H-1 and L-1 peaks consist of
two overlapping electronic states at −1.51 eV (H-1a) and
−1.37 eV (H-1b) and at +0.90 eV (L-1a) and +1.14 eV (L-1b).
In a comparison of these with the frontier MOs of (CH3S)2 in
the gas phase (Figure 4g), the H-1b- and L-1b-states have
almost the same charge density distributions as the HOMO and
LUMO of the gas phase (CH3S)2, respectively. The H-1a-state
can be characterized by a π-bonding orbital along the S−S bond
(π SS), and H-1b is mainly composed of nonbonding lone-pair
type orbitals on the S atoms (nS). Both L-1a and L-1b are
derived from the antibonding orbital localized on the S−S bond
(σ*SS) isolated from the Cu(111) substrate. The PDOS (Figure
4d) and the spatial distribution of the charge density (Figure
4f) for the (CH3S)2 molecule on Ag(111) also exhibit an

interfacial interaction similar to that on Cu(111). Two
neighboring peaks in the occupied region, approximately
−1.9 eV (H′-1) and −2.1 eV (H′-2), and one L′-1 peak in
the unoccupied region (∼+1.4 eV), are observed. Figure 4e,f
shows that both H′-1 and L′-1 nearest to EF are composed of
the same kinds of electronic states observed on Cu(111),
although the relative stability of L′-1a and L′-1b is opposite to
that of the corresponding states, L-1a and L-1b, on Cu(111).
Therefore, as with the frontier states on Cu(111), the two
states H′-1b and L′-1a on Ag(111) closest in energy to EF can
be characterized by nS and σ*SS, respectively. The unoccupied
frontier states with σ*SS character are electronically isolated
from the substrate (Figures S6 and S7).
In the gas phase reaction, dissociation of the S−S bond of

(CH3S)2 predominantly occurs with 248 nm (∼5.0 eV) light
through the direct electronic excitation from nS (HOMO) to
σ*SS (LUMO) (Figure 4g).21,24−27 Considering the remarkable
similarity of the frontier states, H-1b (H′-1b) in the occupied
region and L-1a (L′-1b) and L-1b (L′-1a) in the unoccupied
region on the Cu (Ag) substrate, to the MOs of gas phase
(CH3S)2, the photodissociation of the S−S bond on the metal
surface also occurs through direct electronic excitation between
the frontier electronic states (nS → σ*SS). In particular, the
weakly hybridized electronic structure at the peak L-1 (L′-1)
may provide an opportunity to extend the lifetimes of the
excited states. Generally, the lifetime of an excited molecule
adsorbed on a metal surface depends greatly on the degree of
the interaction between adsorbate and metal substrate.35−38

The lifetime of excitons for a C60 film on Au(111), for example,
decreases from ∼350 fs with less than 30 monolayers to ∼80 fs
with two monolayers because of the interactions between C60
and the metal substrate.35 We thus conclude that the weak
interactions between the frontier MOs of (CH3S)2 and the
metal substrates, especially in the unoccupied region, extend
the lifetimes of the excited states sufficiently to induce
photodissociation (Figure 1d).
The computationally estimated energy gaps between the

frontier electronic states for the expected excitation pathways
(nS → σ*SS), i.e., H-1b → L-1a or L-1b on Cu(111) and H′-1b
→ L′-1a or L′-1b on Ag(111), are 2.27−2.51 eV (494−546
nm) and 3.12−3.30 eV (376−397 nm) on Cu(111) and on
Ag(111), respectively. The numerical discrepancies between
the energy gaps evaluated by DFT and the observed threshold
energy of photodissociation might result from underestimating
the adsorption strength of (CH3S)2 on coinage-metal
substrates, even though we employed a density functional
that accounts for dispersive interactions. However, the
computational results not only describe well the reduction of
the energy gap from the HOMO−LUMO gap of gas phase
(CH3S)2 but also provide a way to explain the experimental
results in which the threshold energy for photodissociation on
Cu(111) was found to be lower than that on Ag(111) (Figure
3b). The reduction of the optical energy gap for an adsorbed
molecule has been reported in the UV region.39 Therefore, our
results indicate that the hybridization between the molecules
and the metal substrates reduces the energy gap between the
frontier electronic states near EF (Figure 1d), thus enabling
photodissociation by visible light.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, visible-light-induced photodissociation of the S−
S bond in (CH3S)2 molecules adsorbed on Cu(111) and
Ag(111) surfaces was investigated with STM combined with
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DFT calculations on the PDOS and the spatial distribution of
the frontier electronic states. Our work reveals that visible-light-
induced molecular photodissociation on the metal substrates
occurs through the direct excitation of the frontier states. The
hybridization between (CH3S)2 and the metal substrate not
only reduces the optical energy gap into the range of visible
light, but also generates frontier states with less overlap with the
metal substrate, opening a novel reaction pathway for the
photodissociation by visible light of molecules adsorbed on
metals.

■ METHODS
Experimental Details. The Cu(111) and Ag(111) substrates were

cleaned using repeated cycles of Ar+-ion sputtering and annealing at
∼820 and ∼860 K, respectively. The dimethyl disulfide, (CH3S)2, was
degassed by freeze−pump−thaw cycles. The (CH3S)2 molecules were
deposited by evaporation from a glass ampule at room temperature.
The substrates were maintained at <50 K during deposition. The
sample was transferred to a low-temperature STM (Omicron GmbH)
maintained under ultrahigh vacuum (below 4.0 × 10−11 Torr). All
STM measurements were performed at 5.0 K. The scanning
conditions for obtaining STM images were Vsample = 20 mV and Itunnel
= 0.2 nA.
The light was p-polarized and introduced into the STM chamber

through a view port (transmittance ≥95% at 365−1000 nm) with an
incident angle of 25° to the sample surface. The light was collected by
lenses outside of the chamber and concentrated on the sample surface
with a spot diameter of ∼1.2 mm. The UV-light source was a Hg lamp
(SP-11, USHIO) equipped with a 365 nm bandpass filter (fwhm = 10
nm, THORLABS). The visible and near-infrared light sources were
CW lasers (λ = 405, 450, 520, 532, 635, 650, 670, 780, and 850 nm,
Collimated Laser Diode Module, THORLABS) and a Xe lamp (Laser-
Driven Light Source, TOKYO INSTRUMENTS, INC) equipped with
420, 480, 580, and 700 nm bandpass filters (fwhm = 10 nm,
THORLABS). The light intensity was tuned with an ND filter
(THORLABS) and was evaluated with an optical power meter
(THORLABS) and a dual scanning slit beam profiler (THORLABS).
DFT Calculations. Periodic DFT calculations were performed

using the Vienna Ab-Initio Simulation Package (VASP) code40,41 with
Grimme’s DFT-D3BJ42,43 functional that accounts for the dispersive
interactions. The core electrons were replaced by projector augmented
wave (PAW) pseudopotentials,44 expanded in a basis set of plane
waves up to a cutoff energy of 400 eV. Large (6 × 6) supercells and a 4
× 4 × 1 Γ-centered k-point grid were used for its Brillouin zone
sampling. The slab model consisted of six metal layers, with the two
bottom layers fixed in their bulk positions during ionic relaxations. The
periodically replicated slabs were separated by a vacuum region of ∼18
Å, and the dipole correction was applied to avoid interactions between
periodic slab images. The convergence criteria for the electronic self-
consistent iterations and ionic relaxations were 10−7 eV and 0.02 eV/
Å, respectively.
Simulation of Absorption Spectra. The absorption spectra of

the Cu and Ag substrates were calculated on the basis of a finite-
difference time-domain (FDTD) method via FDTD Solutions
(Lumerical Solutions). The simulation model consists of a metal
slab and a vacuum layer. The simulation domain consisted of 10 nm
cubic cells, and the central region further meshed with a 3D grid of 1
nm spacing. The dielectric functions of Cu and Ag were extracted from
data in the paper45 and handbook,46 respectively.
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